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Summary
1. Read the passage through twice.

2. Read it again slowly and cross out:

a. redundancy and repetition

b. illustrations and examples

c. similes, metaphors and elaborate figures of speech

3. Write your rough draft. Remember to:

a. list the main points, paying attention to the log ical development of the argument

b. rewrite sentences into simpler forms

c. sum up details so a general point is stated

4. Language:

a. use your own words wherever possible

b. preserve the tone of the orig inal passage

c. use one paragraph for your précis

d. is the passage is written in the first person, make sure to use reported speech to show you

are reporting someone else’s views

5. Count the words in your rough draft and cut down further if necessary:

a. proper names and hyphenated words count as one word

b. you will be penalised for extra length

c. if your précis is too short, you have probably left out some important ideas

d. if asked to supply a title, include it in the word count

e. write your neat copy, ind icating the exact number of words you have used

Précis exercises:

1. Rewrite the following passage in 40 words. Get rid of all repetition and redundancy:

They all agreed and unanimously decided to go on a cycling tour by bicycle from their homes in

Manchester to the Lake District, all round the Lake District and then back home to Manchester,

where they lived. But, on the other hand, they argued and strongly d isagreed about the

question of their itinerary, and particularly what route they should take through Lancashire, and

whether they should take fast roads and cycle as fast as possible, seeing little except the tarmac

and the backs of the boys in front, or whether they should follow the country lanes and byways,

and travel slowly in a leisurely way, appreciating the countryside and the beauties of the

scenery at their leisure, rather than hurrying to the Lake District.
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2. Simplify the following sentences:

a. there is no doubt at all that the couplings, which were made of brass and were very

heavy, felt to us as if they had been moulded out of metal that was as cold as ice.

b. Water that looked unusually black would have been forming puddles in the narrow

passage-ways of the City, and I would now suppose that both our hands and also our

faces were as black as the water in the puddles looked.

c. Things such as these were so unimportant as to be considered non-existent, and

occurred every single night.

3. Shorten each of the following by omitting all examples and illustrations:

a. in the end a little g irl, no more than nine or ten years old, d id come along carrying a

basket of food, including apples, oranges, peaches, and other fruit, some bread, a pie,

and some cream cheese for her grandmother.

b. A short time ago, perhaps two or three years back, some builders who were working on a

studio for a rich artist who wanted to settle in Connecticut, left a huge square of plate

glass which was as big as any window you have ever seen, standing upright in a field

one day.

c. A goldfinch, flying as swiftly as he could across this particular field with the glass in it,

struck the glass very hard indeed, so hard that he was knocked out completely by the

impact.

d. The male chipmunk liked arranging all their nuts, their hazels, walnuts, almonds and

beech-nuts, in all sorts of artistic shapes and patterns, including triangles and circles,

ovals and oblongs, lines and zigzags, with different textures from their d ifferent shapes

and sizes. He thought that this was much more amusing and satisfying than just to

accumulate more and more nuts, piling them up in a great hoard to see how many nuts

you could pile up compared with other chipmunks round about.

4. Rewrite the following passage, omitting similes, metaphors and other elaborate figures of
speech:

The castle, which was grey and forbidding, stood in a commanding position on the cliff-top, like

a sentinel on watch or a coastguard peering through the mist and spray to where the sky

merged with the sea. It was indeed almost impregnable, for the cliff was high and precipitous,

almost as sheer are the damp stone walls of the battlements above, and the rocky coast was so

treacherous that no captain in his right mind would have attempted a landing on that shore, not

on that wild and stormy coast. Inland, too, the ground fell away in a steady slope from the castle

hill, miles of bare, lifeless heath, as desolate as the sea it flanked, where only a few stunted trees

or bushes grew, all bent double by the prevailing wind, like crippled old beggars feeling their

way down to the nearest human habitation, several miles away.
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5. Sum up the following details into one general point:

In the course of one typical evening’s television viewing, we may see a travel film, a further

instalment of a regular “soap opera”, two or three cartoons, a Western film, a crime serial, a

comedy programme, a competitive quiz and a panel game. Serious news or comment and

anything making intellectual demands on the viewer will form a comparatively small part of the

evening’s viewings.

6. Generalise the following, so that three main impressions of London are clearly expressed.

The documentary programme about London presented a wealth of impressions of Britain’s

capital city. Three features, however, seemed to stand out particularly. From the shots of stations

like Victoria, the viewers gained a vivid impression of the London rush-hour – that mass of people,

old, young, fast, slow, smart and dowdy, merg ing into a vast, depressing crowd, each person in

a dark suit and carrying a raincoat or a rolled umbrella and evening paper, hurrying on

relentlessly with blank faces, apparently without thinking what they were doing or why. They

showed neither joy nor d isgust at it, simply acceptance. In contrast, the film gave a relaxed

picture of the great parks right in the centre of London. There ducks waddled unconcerned,

lovers strolled, children played, old men slept, and a few rowers plied their oars in a leisurely way.

All was peaceful and soothingly green, especially the grass, though people could walk freely

over it. The film emphasised, too, the extraord inary architectural contrasts. London was not built

to a pattern, like Paris, nor was it several d ifferent cities alongside one another, like Rome. Here

old shouldered new; one turned a corner by a new block of offices to meet a crazy, half-

timbered Elizabethan house. There were also contrasts of size, so that vast cathedrals dwarfed

parish churches, and near sky-scrapers towered above the twisting, narrow streets. Then there

were ugly V ictorian houses staring at graceful Georg ian fronts over the road, and beautiful tree-

lined squares beside grim-looking business houses. For the director of this documentary, this

inextricable mixture of styles was the special attraction of London.


